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I believe that as an Afghan and as a youth, after the full withdrawal of US troops from Afghanistan, no pretext and justification will exist for the Taliban to continue the war - the jihad against a ...
Taliban must end the senseless violence: A plea for peace and reconciliation in Afghanistan
Last of 2 partsTO attack China militarily, the Western alliance led by the US has to overcome two major obstacles: China's geographic advantages and ...
What if Quad, G7 and NATO unite against China?
President Biden’s first Pentagon budget ... posed by China are diplomatic and economic, not military, and seeking militarized answers to them will only spark a new Cold War and a risky arms ...
Biden’s First Pentagon Budget Isn’t Making Us Any Safer
There are many different iterations on these two basic types of insurance ... or use a military-friendly company such as USAA, Navy Federal, Navy Mutual Aid, etc. You can also convert your ...
Is VGLI Right for You?
Lebanon’s central bank is out of reserves, which prevents the importation of goods and subsidization of basic ... of a military confrontation — the disarmament of all militias, first and ...
Lebanon Stands at the Abyss
President Biden’s first Pentagon budget ... posed by China are diplomatic and economic, not military, and seeking militarized answers to them will only spark a new Cold War and a risky arms ...
America’s Nearly $1.3 Trillion National Security Budget Isn’t Making Us Any Safer
Fully-vaccinated holidaymakers will be able to travel to amber list countries with their children from July 19 without having to quarantine, Grant Shapps has told MPs.
Amber list quarantine to be scrapped for double-vaccinated from July 19
Haitian President Jovenel Moïse was assassinated after a group of unidentified people attacked his private residence, the country’s interim prime minister said in a statement Wednesday.
Haiti in upheaval: President Moïse assassinated at home
Latest updates: government minister answers urgent question on racism on social media; Johnson says he made it clear no one should boo the England team after Keir Starmer says No 10 described taking t ...
Starmer accuses PM of ‘giving racism green light’ as Johnson vows to tighten social media laws – live
The prospect of U.S. military intervention in Haiti carries ... “In supermarkets and public markets, people are jostling” to stock up on basic goods such as rice and pasta, Mr. Geffrard ...
Colombia Says 13 of Its Ex-Soldiers Are Among Suspects in Haiti
In an interview with Rudaw, the newly-appointed Russian Ambassador to Iraq Elbrus Kutrashev said that the American military ... basic thing. This is the issue which should be solved first of ...
US presence in Iraq is cause for tension, says new Russian ambassador
Her ouster came less than a week after the first jabs were given to health workers. Suu Kyi’s removal by the military sparked ... According to aid group Relief International, Myanmar’s major ...
Myanmar caught off guard as cases surge, oxygen dwindles
The first was statements they made to the Royal Military Police in 1972 and the second was statements and interview answers they gave to a police legacy unit, the Historical Enquiries Team (HET ...
What caused landmark legacy prosecutions to collapse?
Tom Tugendhat blasted military chiefs ... continued air strikes, the answer is probably not. How wars end Unlike Afghanistan, some wars end with a flourish. The First World War was over with ...
'Stripped down' British Army can no longer endure conflicts abroad Tory MP Tom Tugendhat warns as he slams Afghanistan withdrawal while Taliban sweep across the country
The US military and NATO are ... for continued air strikes, the answer is probably not. How wars end Unlike Afghanistan, some wars end with a flourish. The First World War was over with the ...
Western forces skulk out of Bagram airbase amid news blackout on Afghanistan
“In this test score thing, you’re caught between Horatio Alger, and the basic ... first full democratic election – would be a sufficient deterrent now. It’s not just that China’s ...
Today’s Premium Stories
President Biden’s first Pentagon budget ... posed by China are diplomatic and economic, not military, and seeking militarized answers to them will only spark a new Cold War and a risky ...
Washington’s National Security Spending Follies
President Biden's first Pentagon budget ... In reality, the principal challenges posed by China are diplomatic and economic, not military, and seeking militarized answers to them will only spark a new ...
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